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About This Game

As the fire departments newest firefighting recruit, it's up to you to save Paperville in this all-new FPS.

Built exclusively for VR fight fires, shoot water pistols, blast water shotguns, power water gattling guns, battle bosses and axe
and smash your way through buildings.

Paperville is proof that anyone has what it takes to be a hero, as long as safety and saving lives aren’t priorities. A tongue-in-
cheek look into the world of firefighting, in a town filled with strange critters, odd personalities and secrets to discover.

Guided by a less-than-stellar fire department, you must help restore Paperville to its former glory.
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Explore the living, breathing town, from beach to balcony to bedroom, and get to know the people of Paperville.

Save the townspeople from imminent danger - and from themselves.

Atmospheric music helps set the scene as you traverse smokey spaces filled with fire.

Use a number of different weapons to tackle the problems in front of you.

Shoot, smash, pull, deduce, and lift your way through missions and be the hero Paperville never deserved.
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I played in open alpha for a month, and let me just say the majority of the people giving this game negative reviews haven't
given this game a fair shot. The game is intended to be quick to get into with a playing field resembling most MOBAs, with
PVP and objective-control based gameplay.

PROS:
*Lots of customization on weapons and armor. Better armor has larger stat variance, so you can push stats to higher levels.
*Anti-zerg: All abilities can friendly fire. Very few damaging abilities occur instantly at a point. They are all either delayed or
shot as a projectile. This means that when a ton of people gather together, they are as much at risk of hurting themselves as you
are at risk of them hitting you. Good strategy can help smaller forces outmaneuver larger ones.
*Huge ability customization: Some abilities are great as they are. Some abilities need to be leveled (Aether Form). Some
abilities suck when you grind, but are amazing in PVP (Energy Drain). Some are amazing when you grind, but underpowered in
PVP (Toxic Spray, Gravity Well). Some are better in groups and some are better solo.
*Skill-based: All combat involves skillshots or hit confirmation of some kind. You can outmaneuver and kick the hell out of
someone as long as you are remotely decently leveled (You can unlock all your skill slots in 2-3 days of 2-3 hours each).
*World sustainability system: Servers are kept alive by their players. Every day, a certain amount of resources need to be
contributed to the 'war effort', or the server dies, and all progress (gates being opened, bases, resources not in player inventories
or stashes) is lost. This ensures two things: One, people can't just be killing other people all the time, because resource need to
be collected. Also, since players can transfer off a server, bullying players on your server is a good way to A. have an empty
server and as a result B. Lose all your progress that your clan's fought so hard to gain. The amount of contribution needed rises
every day. This encourages some level of cooperation and discourages spam killing someone.
*Exciting abilities: Abilities don't just 'do damage'. They have unique properties, like one of the bow's auto attacks increasing
damage with distance from the target, or Droplets, a Totem skill, doing more damage with successive hits on the same target.
They reward and encourage good positioning (alongside the friendly fire system) and keep combat fresh since you're never just
auto attacking; you're looking for opportunities.
*Communicative developer base: Report a bug? Expect a response in 2-3 days, and maybe a little reward on top. I got a 7 day
extension on my free account just for reporting a bug. They do look and listen for feedback. The reporting interface is pretty
nice, too (F3 to report, automatically takes a screenshot of the area, and then gives you a fair bit of text to report an issue).
*Good visual aids: A lot of MMOs nowadays suffer from screen clutter and general confusion in larger fights, which just leads
to reliance on very specific cues or 'throw damage into the center until one side dies'. This game more frequently operates on
'clashes', where parties fight together, break away, and then re-engage. Effects have distinct sound effects and graphics, so when
you get hit by something, or see/hear a friend get hit by something, you'll know, and you can act. This makes combat very
structured and allows you to be reactive without having to read minute cues.

CONS:
*Lag: There are some latency issues given the large amount of people playing the game now compared to open alpha. They are
addressing these issues, and have fixed a lot of them from open alpha
*Skill inconsistencies: This mainly has to do with similar effects and their stacking. Poison damage and other damage over time
always stacks 'highest source first'. You can't stack multiple instances of Poison or multiple Toxic Sprays. I hope this is fixed in
a future patch.
*Ganking: Although the mentality of the developer is that they want to leave PVP to the players, they did advise against repeat-
ganking people because it drives them off the game. Still, inevitably you see newbies getting ganked, and the systems to protect
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them are rather inadequate. Again, if you're crafty, you can escape those players even with lower level skills, though.
*Lack of directional voice chat: There is area voice chat, but you can't tell who is talking. This is infuriating.
. Ideal for *Certain* Players

This game has already given me four hours of solid play and I have enjoyed it greatly.

It wont be for everyone. It's a very slow-paced game in comparison to many, because it is turn-based and you are relying on
other players if you are in a party. If you are doing something else at the same time and are able to play this as well, that's when I
think you will get maximum enjoyment out of it. If you sit there staring at the screen, waiting for all players to finish a round, it
could get annoying for you.

I have some fast-paced games (on console, not on this profile, hehe) but I like the pacing of this game. It's very easy-going in
that respect, very zen-like...and there sre not many games with this kind of pacing that work in multiplayer RPG's I think - but I
might be wrong, just not that I have experianced.

You can create individual characters and then play solo or join a party - or you can flag yourself for people to join you. It has a
seamless drop-in\/out feature, so if there are gaps in your party, people can come in at any time. You can also leave a party at
any time. Up to four players can be in any one party.

This can lead to problems if people drop out during a quest. Quest difficulty ramps up the more players you have, so you could
have a situation where you have enough enemies for four players and one drops out, you're in trouble! Or you could wait until
someone joins...

The nice thing is that you can stay in the party but put everything on hold...then get emailed when things have started up again.
This is ideal for keeping characters with friends, but games could be slow going.

You have to create a profile on the dev's websit, and this will allow you to add party members as friends and invite them to
fuuture games.

Peopl have been asking on the forum for the ability to play a party solo (you can only ever control one character) but I do feel
this would take a lot away from the game. The idea is that you play as a team and rely on your party to do the right thing, and to
help them when they need it. This game comes alive when four people are playing, and the option to party-solo would reduce
online availability.

So you have a selection of character classes, races and portraits. The portraits are nice but there are only three for each race. An
option to import would be good.

There is a decent selection of skills when you level up, and you can respect at any time (between quests) to try out different
abilities. The skills can really make-or-break a battle, so it helps to try out different ones.

The selection of weapons and armour are very limited. There are some random drops from boss fights. I do hope that in the
future a greater selections of weapons, armor and trinkets are added because I feel they are missing a big part of what people
like about these games. Armor\/weapon sets and random added abilities would be great, but I realise that is asking a lot.

The fights themselves are pretty good. Tactical use of movement and abilities comes into play when you are outnumbered
and\/or faced with powerful foes. There *is* friendly fire, adding another tactical layer: do you run to meet them and activate an
AoE ability that affects many of them but also makes you the main target?

Maps are varied and can be effected by fire. Each square between you and them can matter.

I would recommend watching a playthrough to get an idea of the speed of the game. If you are happy with how it plays out time-
wise, you will enoy this. I have already got my money's worth from this - it is a very social game, and has a kind of magic in it
that you don't see very often. 10\/10 for me.. A set of well modelled wagons useful for any BR Blue era route and later

. Simple game that once you get how it works, can entertain for a bit.. I should have done more homework first. Cute game, cute
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idea, as I loved Legacy of the Wizard back in the day, but this game differs from that in some key ways.

Legacy of the Wizard was a game about exploration. Yes it was hard, but it was forgiving. If you wasted resources, you could
just kill monsters to farm up some more. This game is not like that at all. Everything is limited. EVERYTHING. That alone
makes this less an exploration game and more of a strategy game, and a punishing one at that. Some people may like that, but it's
not my bag at all.

I can't complain at the price I paid, but I'm still not recommending this, because IMO, comparing this to Legacy of the Wizard is
a bit disingenuous.. TRAITORS, SOLD THEIR SOULS TO ANOTHER PLATFORM!. I also covered this game on my
YouTube channel.

This is a game for a very specific type of audience. It aims to fully emulate the type of game that was common on 8-bit home
computers like the ZX Spectrum but with original content. This can best be described as a multi-level puzzle twin-stick shooter
combo with a light story. It's fairly challenging and can be frustrating at times but it does what it sets out to do very well. You've
got to be into this kind of game but if you are, you'll love it.. The purpose why i paid 70 bucks to support your game because i
saw the growing potential of your game concepts from any FSP franchise. its your time to prove them wrong.

combat arms will die off due to their lack of hospitality for SEA players.
call of duty will die off due to their lack of customisation concepts.
battlefield will die off due to over-charge season pass and server ping kicking issues.

what you are lack off now is to grow your full customisation of all weapons, armor and skills, including nades and mines.
increase your weapon inventory more than combat arms,
increase players weapon slots to get back-packs for more nades and mines to use.
customise stocks for guns and reduce prices for their rental.

players are expected to equip 3 paras, 1 rocket launcher, 2 nades and 3 mines to stomp zombie wars and set booby traps in map
for future. that will be more fun for more players. :)
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Sad story. Moving, yes ... but sad. Not my cup of tea.

Also, this is a 360 movie, nothing else. No controllers even needed.

Nice graphics and music.. It's a nice horror game. It makes me scared and uneasy, but not enough to ruin my sleep. Which is
great . (I just noticed that i'm literally shaking while i'm writing)
The whole scare is based on not knowing. Not knowing where to go, what to do. You will eventually figure it out by trial and
error.

I'm not sure if there was an attempt to make some sort of tutorial (Wasn't really useful, i figured out most of the things well
ahead), BUT i don't think this game needs a tutorial, because it's after all based on not knowing. It added to the experience
having to figure out the controls myself.
The sounds of pushing and knocikng chairs are really confusing.
The pita of this game is, well, laggy (not smooth even on max settings) camera. Also, why does only 1 out of 8 stalls include
toilet paper? :D

I really enjoyed plaing this game. Four euros well spent.. It's absolutely worth it, if bought in a bundle.. Got stuck a few times...
where there's a will (and friendly discussion forums ;) ) there's a way. Keep your mask ON! lol Loved it. Can't wait for the other
crown games to come out ^_^. Ever wondered what it would be like to play a generic MMO with no other players? Well, that's
basically Numen.
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